How is My grandmother supposed to understand opt-out procedures these days I barley understand the current situation. Personaly I would like a nationwide opt-in telemarketing list but since I don't have as much money as telemarketers do I'll have to give up on that dream. I would LOVE LOVE LOVE (etc ad nauseum) a national do not call list. Not having to drop what I'm doing several times a day only to pick up the phone and listen to a recording. The most personally distressing problem I experience is trying to explain to my poor grandmother why she gets so many hangup calls and strangers trying to sell her things she doesn't need all in the most ethically devoid manner. I could go on for pages but you know how i feel by now and you know whats right. Huge corporations will argue all these points and who can blame them if you decide in there favor they will be rewarded with millions of dollars and we the people will be punnished by endless unsolicited phone calls todays situation will only get worse.